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Billet Captain Message
Québec City, 04.11.2016
It is with great pleasure that we are releasing the 2016 Edition of the Souvenir Booklet.
Thanks to all the players and Coaches for your participation.
We all hope that you will enjoy the reading.
Players and team statistics are included in this Edition with parent’s comments.
Best Regards
Alain Desfossés
“Le Capitaine”
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Goaltenders
Goaltenders

Tade Carman

Nathaniel Glenn

DOB : 2003.02.12
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : The person I admire the most is

DOB: 2003.09.16
Home team : Carolina Lightning
Favourite player and why : I have to go with Cam Ward

Dominik Hasek. He is my idol because he never thinks he is out of
the play and puts all his effort into stopping the puck. He also played
a very long time which shows his passion to the game and would not
retire until his body told him he had to. He earned his great career. I
hope to be like him.
Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My
goal is to compete against the best players in the world, make new
friends, learn from great coaches, live with my host family and bring
a trophy home to North Carolina!

because I grew up watching him play and he inspired me to be a
goalie.

Your goal (objective) by coming
coming to the Tournament : To
play hockey in Canada and have fun doing it. Also to win at least a
couple games from the round robin in the tournament.
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Defencemen

Sam Kasper

Jack Gleason

DOB : 2003.04.17
Home team : East Coast Eagle
Favourite player and why : PK Subban – I like PK Subban

DOB: 2003.03.04
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Torey Krug, a defenseman on the

because he always knows what to do with the puck, he has
explosive speed and is one of the most creative defensemen in the
NHL.

Boston Bruins. First he is on my favouritte
e hockey team, the Bruins.
But mainly, I just like him and see him as a role model because he is
a very smart player with good patience, hands, and hockey sense.
He is also a very good offensive defenseman, in which I hope to
become.
Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My
goal is to become a smarter hockey player than I am now, and to
develop my ability to branch out away from my family and be more
independent.

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : I’m
really looking forward to the Quebec tournament I want to be able
to play good hockey and mesh with my teammates on the ice. It will
be great to play with my old friends and make new ones, getting to
know teammates I haven’t played with before and especially my
billet family. I would like to learn some French and experience the
French Canadian winter, and playing some pond hockey of course!
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Defencemen

Mitch Simmons

Cody Melanson

DOB : 2003.03.08
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Victor Hedman because he has a

DOB: 2003.10.23
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Duncan Keith. I feel this player is

really hard shot. He is a leader on and off the ice.

my favourite out of many in the NHL because he is a solid, hard
working, and consistently great overall hockey player. I admire
Duncan Keith and want to model my game play after him.
Your goal (objective) by coming
coming to the Tournament : I
have 4 major goals for the peewee Quebec tournament. My first
goal is to get used to living with a billet family and becoming
comfortable with new people. My second goal is to learn a lot more
about Canadian culture. My third goall is to enjoy time with all my
teammates especially my billet partner. My final goal is to HAVE
FUN!"

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My
goal is to win the tournament. I want to represent the Carolina
Hurricanes and North Carolina in a positive way. I want to play my
best and be a leader. I am very excited that I can go up to Quebec
to see my billets again and have more great experiences.

Caleb Davis

Chase Williams

DOB : 2003.03.02
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Drew Doughty. He’s my favourite

DOB: 2003.06.20
Home team : JR Hurricanes AA
Favourite player and why : Nathan Gerbe because he is small

player because he is a strong and hardworking defenseman who is
smart with the puck. He knows how to react to pressure from other
teams. The LA Kings are one of my favourite teams and I like how
Drew Doughty plays hockey.
Your goal (objective)
(objective) by coming to the Tournament : My
goal in the Quebec tournament is to work hard and play my best. I
want to excel in this tournament and push myself. I want to be a
leader and communicate with my team mates. I want to be a strong
defenseman and shoot hard and low.

and fast which I try to relate to. Also I think he has to work harder to
keep up with bigger players. I appreciate that because I have to do
the same thing.

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My
goal in the upcoming tournament is to not only become a better
player but to prove to myself that I can take care of
my diabetes on and off the ice without my parents help. I also feel
honoured to play in this tournament, and be a part of
this great team and coaches.
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Forwards

Nicholas Royster

Carson Scott

DOB : 2003.09.23
Home team : TPH AAA
Favourite player and why : Sidney Crosby because he’s a really

DOB: 2003.02.14
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Eric Staal is my favourite player. He

good leader and good to learn from.

always works so hard and he is a great two way player. He is also a
good leader and a great
at captain for the Carolina Hurricanes.
Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : I
would like to improve as a player but also as a person. I would also
like to learn about the French Canadian culture and experience
many new things in Quebec City.

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My
goal is to get better, to make new friends, to learn from a great
group of coaches and for the team to have a great tournament.

Emery Oliver

Braxton Powers

DOB : 2003.01.21
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Sidney Crosby because he is very

DOB: 2004.11.22
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Nathan Gerbe, he is small, fast and

young and very talented and leads the team both on an off the ice.

very talented. The same way I try to be.
I think Nathan Gerbe shows everyone that you don't have to be big
to play in the NHL.
Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament: My
goal by playing in this tournament is to get better, play against good
competition and learn
earn to play the game with a high tempo. I am very
excited to play and I know it will be a great experience.

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My
goal is to learn about the culture in Quebec, to pick up a few skills to
help me along my hockey career, and to have fun.
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Forwards

Dillon Phillips

Griffin Hatley

DOB : 2003.08.29
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : ) Patrick Kane- Chicago Blackhawks.

DOB: 2003.02.19
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Jonathan Toews, of the Chicago

He is fast and skilled. He is a little guy like me. I like the way he
moves the puck and always try's to make things happen.

Blackhawks. He is my favorite player because he is a great leader
and he has led his team to so much success. He also does something
you don’t find a lot in big name NHLers, he plays two ways, and he
always gives 110%. And that is what I strive to do, lead my team to
success, and every time I get on the ice I play my heart out. Also he
has great speed, hands, shooting ability, and most of all vision. This
is another thing that I try to do, so I can be an all-round player. Also
his great vision and understanding of the game allows him to always
be one step ahead of the opponent, which makes him such a great
player. On another note, he is so serious on game day and I try to do
the same so I can be mentally and physically ready for the game.
And overall, he is a great person, hockey player, and most of all a
leader, and one day I hope to be as good at those things as him.
Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My
goal for coming to the tournament is to grow as a player, teammate,
person, and as a leader. I wish to grow my responsibility
res
and be able
to manage multiple things at once. Also, I wish to compare myself to
those from all around the world and see how I stack up. And I want
to meet new people from different countries and places. Also, I wish
to expand my knowledge of the
he French Canadian culture, and I want
to learn some more French. And last of all, I want to show the world
that you shouldn’t overlook the Carolina Jr. Hurricanes.

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : I
want to contribute to the team
am by playing hard. I want this team to
do better than my older brother Devin's team.
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Forwards

Owen Clifford

Zack Robinson

DOB : 2004.02.06
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Minor
Favourite player and why : Jonathan Toews
ws because I love how

DOB: 2003.04.01
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Tyler Seguin because he passes a

he is a leader for his team and always has a winning mentality. He
also plays a great two way game, if it's either scoring goals or getting
assists or breaking up passes in the defensive zone, He is a great all
around player.

lot and he’s very unselfish. I also like Tylle
er because he never gets on
to somebody after something, he’s a good teammate. I try and
model my game after him.

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament :

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My

During my stay in Quebec, I want to see where I match up against
some of the most talented players in the world. I hope the trip helps
me improve as an all around hockey player. I am also very excited to
experience living in a foreign country and learning about Quebec,

objective for this tournament is to contribute to the team by scoring
a point per game. I would like to have my team do well and win
some games. I want to have fun and learn about the history of
Quebec City. I’d also like to see where I stand by challenging myself
to see where I stand againstt other top PeeWee players.

Philip Bailey

Zach Herman

DOB : 2003.01.18
Home team : JR Hurricanes AAA Major
Favourite player and why : Jonathan Toews. He is my favorite

DOB: 2003.05.18
Home team : Carolina Lightning
Favourite player and why : Jamie Benn. I like the way he plays

player because he scores a lot of goals, he is a great two way player
and he is a great leader.

- he is a great passer, but also has a great shot. I love watching how
he and Tyler Seguin work together. They are my favorite duo in the
league.
Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : I
want to learn more about the Canadian culture on this trip and I am
excited to play against other teams from around the world. I also
want to learn is how to be responsible for myself, my things, and my
actions.

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My
goal for the tournament
urnament is to meet new friends, make good plays
and have fun!
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General Manager,Coaches
Manager,Coaches,, Billet Captain
General Manager / Head Coach

Assistant Coach

Shane Willis

Brian Mehm

DOB : 1977.06.13
Home team :
Favourite player and why : Cam Neely
Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : In

DOB:
Home team :
Favourite player and why :
Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : My

being a part of this tournament every year, I hope the boys have a
great experience, find a new level of competitiveness and desire in
their
heir game and continue to grow as young men through the great
core values of this sport. They will get to experience this trip with 17
other teammates that will be friends for life because of it. This is the
best PeeWee tournament in the world and win or llose they will
always be a Jr. Hurricane!

goal this year is to ensure that the players, parents and billeting
families have a professional experience from start to finish. Having
participated in this event
vent as a player, I have a very good
understanding of the impact this tournament can have on an
individual both on and off the ice. I hope to bring a level of
professionalism to everything we do as a team and as an
organization to build a sense of family and show our players how to
prepare and perform like professionals. We have had great success
at this event through the years, but the greatest success of all is
knowing you were a small part in someone enjoying the experience
of a lifetime.

Assistant Coach

Billet Captain

Mitch Hodgkiss

Alain Desfossés

DO B :
Home team :
Favourite player and why : Nathan Gerbe. With the struggles

DOB: 1955.11.29
Home team :
Favourite player and why : Carolinnaa Hurricanes defence. Young

the Canes have had this year, I know when I am watching the game I
can count on Gerbe to be consistent in his effort. He works hard
every shift, consistently moving his feet and playing much "bigger"
than he really is. You have to give a guy of his stature credit to play
as hard as he does.

and great future with the Hanifin, Pesce, Slavin, & Faulk. They will be
in a near future the new big 4 in the NHL.

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament :

Your goal (objective) by coming to the Tournament : This
th
year the JR Hurricanes is celebrating his 15 participation in this
event. My goal has
as never changed since 2002, I sincerely hope that
you, players, coaches, parents and billets will have fond memories
of this event for a long time.

th

Going in to my 9 year as a coach for the Jr Canes Quebec Team, my
goal remains the same as each of the previous years. Do my best
to make sure the players have the one of the greatest experiences
of their lives and help them to create memories that will last a
lifetime
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Parents comments
Susie and Mark Williams
Favourite player : Chase Williams. Because, he loves being around family and friends, works hard in school to make
excellent grades, pushes through all the aches and pains that go along with having type 1 diabetes and refuses to let that hold
hold him back from his goals, and he never gives up.
Goal : Our goal by attending the Tournoi International de Hockey Pee-Wee de Québec is to watch our son and his teammates
play hockey! Most importantly, to experience a once in a lifetime event as a family, enjoy all the wonderful things
Québec City has to offer, and spend time with good friends. We hope to come home after our trip with a great story to
tell, new friends, and memories that last a lifetime!
Cindy Oliver (Emery’s mom)
I don’t have a favorite NHL player.
My goal - I’m so excited for Emery to experience this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to play in Quebec and stay with his billet
family. I hope he soaks it all in - the high level of competitive hockey, the Canadian culture, the French language, life with a
billet family, and of course, the POND HOCKE Y!!
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Date

Game results
Team
Score

Feb. 11
California Kings
(Exhibition)
Feb. 12
JR Hurricanes
(Tournament)
Feb. 14
JR Hurricanes
(Exhibition)
Feb. 15
Glenlake JR
(Exhibition)
Flames
Feb. 16
Buffalo Sabres
(Exhibition)
Feb. 18
Hershey JR Bears
(Tournament)
Feb. 19
JR Hurricanes
(Exhibition)
Feb.19
Pittsburgh
(Exhibition)
Pinguins
At each game Coaches pick the player of the game.
Feb. 11 : 25 Griffin Hatley
Feb. 12 : 88 Philip Bailey
Feb. 14 : 25 Griffin Hatley
Feb. 15 : 13 Emery Oliver
Feb. 16 : 19 Caleb Davis
Feb .18 : #18STRONG
Feb. 19 : 70 Nathaniel Glenn
Feb. 19 : 14 Braxton Powers

Team

Score

0

JR Hurricanes

8

4

Anaheim Ducks

3

0

Lehigh Valley
Phantoms

3

5

JR Hurricanes

3

2

JR Hurricanes

0

7

JR Hurricanes

2

2

Czech Knights

4

4

JR Hurricanes

3
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Individual Statistics
No
25
10
17
7
88
14
13
19
44
91
18
4
11
21
22
77

Name
Griffin Hatley
Carson Scott
Mitch Simmons
Nicholas Royster
Philip Bailey
Braxton Powers
Emery Oliver
Caleb Davis
Owen Clifford
Zach Herman
Cody Melanson
Sam Kasper
Jack Gleason
Dillon Phillips
Chase Williams
Zack Robinson
TO TA L

G
7
6
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
22

A ss t
5
5
3
4
4
2
0
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
28

Pts
12
11
5
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
50

P IM
4
0
4
4
4
4
0
2
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
26

Players statistics include Tournament and Exhibition games

Goaltenders Statistics
No
30
70

Name
Tade Carman
Nathaniel Glenn

GP
2
1

Min
62,52
8,08

GA
9
1

W
1
0

O TW
0
0

S OW
0
0

L
1
0

OT L
0
0

S OL
0
0

T
0
0

S
0
0

A vg
5,082
4,579

Goaltenders statistics are from the Pee Wee Tournament website. Statistics for Exhibition game are not available.
GP = Game played
Min = Minutes (Amount of minutes played)
GA = Goal against
W = Win
OTW = Overtime win
SOW = Shootout win
L = Lost
OTL = Overtime lost
SOL = Shootout lost
T = Tie
S = Shutout
Avg = Average. (Amount of goal allowed during a game for the Tournament)
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